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Mixture**
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1. Introduction

The exact three-dimensional (3D) orientation of electronic tran-
sition dipole moments (tdms) within the molecular frame is dif-
ficult to come by.[1] Traditional methods to obtain this kind of
information often rely on attempting a macroscopic uniaxial
alignment of the molecule of interest, before performing a
linear dichroism investigation.[1–3] This alignment is for instance
imposed by stretching polymer films[3] doped with the mole-
cule of interest, incorporating them in liquid crystals[2] or lipid
bilayers, by using hydrodynamic shear in flowing solutions,[1]

or by applying a strong electric field across the sample.[1] All
these methods have in common that accomplishment of com-
plete uniaxial alignment is hard to guarantee. Moreover, at
best the alignment is achieved only along a single axis,[1] and
this therefore precludes extracting the true 3D orientation of
the tdm vector. In the gas phase full 3D alignment of mole-
cules has been accomplished in molecular beams,[4–7] in princi-
ple allowing a straightforward determination of tdm orienta-
tions of the aligned molecules. Although these results repre-
sent an extraordinary experimental feat, extension of this
method to protein-cofactors in large biological systems or mol-
ecules in the condensed phase is unlikely, and therefore an al-
ternative method is desirable.

Recently, we presented an alternative mixed experimental–
theoretical approach to resolving this issue, based on polariza-
tion resolved fs UV/visible pump–IR probe spectroscopy on
isotropic samples in combination with density functional
theory (DFT) calculations of vibrational tdm vectors in the elec-
tronic ground state.[8, 9] Briefly, the method consists of deter-
mining experimentally the angles between the electronic tdm
and vibrational tdm vectors, where the latter have been calcu-
lated using DFT. For a single vibrational tdm the angle produ-
ces a cone of possible orientations of the electronic tdm. Com-
bining cones for minimally three linearly independent vibra-
tional tdm vectors yields at most a single unique 3D electronic
tdm vector solution.[8, 9]

Thus far, the results of this method were reported for the Qy

transition of Chlorophyll a[8] and for the S0!S1 transition of
Coumarin 314 (C314)[9] (see Figure 1 for the molecular struc-
tures). The importance of determining the Qy electronic tdm
orientation is self-evident, given its enormous importance for
all kinds of photosynthetic biological apparatus. Knowledge of
the Qy tdm vector is a crucial input parameter for simulations
of absorption spectra, energy transfer kinetics, and calculation
of excitonic couplings. C314 presents an additional challenge
for the method, as this molecule can adopt either the E- or Z-
isomer conformation.[10, 11] Being capable to experimentally dis-
tinguish between isomers is particularly relevant, for instance,
if one wishes to identify the 3D conformation of protein cofac-
tors associated with specific active states.[12–14] For C314 a dis-
tinction between the E- and Z-isomers cannot be made on the
basis of standard vibrational absorption spectra.[9] However,
polarization-resolved spectroscopy does provide a handle, par-
ticularly due to the drastic polarization difference for the C=O
mode, labelled n5. Gas phase calculations predicted a 0.07 eV
energy difference[9] between the E- and Z-isomer of C314.
Based on this, we previously estimated that at room tempera-
ture in thermodynamic equilibrium ~7 % of the C314 would
adopt the Z-isomer conformation.[9]

A new mixed experimental and theoretical approach for deter-
mining the exact three-dimensional orientation of electronic
transition dipole moments (tdms) within the molecular frame
is discussed. Results of applying this method on Chlorophyll a
and the dye Coumarin 314 (C314) are presented. For C314 the

possible influence of a mixture of E- and Z-isomers in the
sample on the determined electronic tdm is investigated.
Moreover, the robustness of the method is investigated with
the C314 data.
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Deducing the isomeric composition from experimentally de-
termined dichroic ratios poses some serious problems. First of
all, experimentally determined dichroic ratios depend on the
relative signal contributions of both isomers, and thus depend
on both the relative presence of the isomers, and on their re-
spective extinction coefficients at both the pump and the
probe wavelengths. Second, even if this is known, together
with the calculated vibrational tdm vectors, it may still be that
the electronic tdm vector differs significantly for the two iso-
mers. Therefore one cannot simply add contributions from pro-
jecting correlated vibrational vectors on cartesian axes, but
needs to consider projections relative to the electronic tdm
vectors. If these have different orientations in the chosen carte-
sian frame one can either ignore this, introducing a systematic
error, or implement calculated values, thereby more or less
using the answer to obtain the solution. Neither seems accept-
able. In our previous report the analysis was made to only con-
firm whether the data matched either the E-isomer or the Z-
isomer. As mentioned, for C314 only the mode n5(C=O) allows
distinction between the two isomers. Here, we adopt two ap-
proaches to investigate the influence of a mixture of the two
isomers on the experimental results. First, we compare the ex-
perimental dichroic ratio for n5(C=O) straightforward to a de-
pendence based entirely on theoretical electronic and vibra-
tional tdm results. Second, we repeated the data analysis with

the n5(C=O) tdm/electronic tdm angle varied from 498 to 728,
the lower and upper limit of its value according to the experi-
mental error margins. Results of this procedure demonstrate
that the determined electronic tdm for C314 is fairly insensitive
to these changes, enhancing the reliability of the final result.

Experimental Section

Acetonitrile, Coumarin 314, and Chlorophyll a from spinach were
obtained from Sigma–Aldrich and used as received. Polarization re-
solved femtosecond UV/Vis pump/mid-IR probe experiments were
performed at room temperature (23 8C), using a Coherent Legend
USP Ti:Sa laser/amplifier system (55 fs pulses, centred at 800 nm,
with 1 kHz repetition rate) to generate 5–9 mm mid-IR probe pulses
and 455 nm UV (for C314) or 665 nm visible (for Chl a) pump
pulses in three and four frequency conversion stages, respectively.
The obtained tunable mid-IR probe pulses typically had 160 fs
pulse duration, 100 cm�1 spectral width, and 0.6 mJ energy. The UV
pump–IR probe time resolution was 0.3–0.4 ps, and mainly limited
by group velocity mismatch. Pump pulses were attenuated to re-
strict excitation of the C314 molecules to ~3 %. The probe beam is
split into two beams with polarizations perpendicular to each
other and overlapped with the pump beam within the sample, for
measuring signals for both parallel and perpendicular pump–probe
polarizations simultaneously. After passing the sample both probe
pulses are dispersed with an imaging spectrograph (grating 150
lines/mm, f = 320 mm) and recorded with a 2 � 32 element MCT
array detector (resolution ~1.6 cm�1). More details can be found in
ref. [9].

2. Results and Discussion

The determination of the Qy electronic tdm orientation was
performed[8] using three molecular vibrations of the chlorin
ring segment, that is, the chlorin ring n(C=C)r absorbing at
1288 cm�1, and two carbonyl stretching modes n(C=O)a and
n(C=O)b, absorbing at 1698 and 1739 cm�1, respectively. The vi-
brational tdm vectors were obtained[8] for these modes in the
gas phase lowest energy conformation by DFT calculations per-
formed with Gaussian03, using the B3LYP exchange-correlation
functional and 6–31G* or 6–31G** basis sets. The normalized
tdm vectors (x/y/z) are (0.66/0.75/�0.03) for n(C=C)r, (0.11/0.91/
0.39) for n(C=O)a, and (0.33/0.89/�0.31) for n(C=O)b. The
modes n(C=O)a and n(C=O)b are the asymmetric and symmetric
stretch modes involving both the carbonyl group of the chlor-
in ring and the carbonyl of the proximal ester side-group. Tran-
sient absorption spectra for the IR absorption bands of these
three vibrations were measured[8] with parallel and perpendicu-
lar pump–probe polarization over the first 100 ps after excita-
tion at 665 nm. Transient spectra at zero delay time were ex-
tracted from these data[8] , allowing the calculation of the di-
chroic ratios D = Ak/A? (Ak and A? the absorption change for
parallel and perpendicular polarization, respectively), and
based on these the angles between the individual vibrational
tdm and the electronic tdm can be calculated using Equa-
tion (1):

V ¼ arccos½ð2D�1Þ=ðDþ 2Þ�1=2 ð1Þ

Figure 1. a) Structure of Chlorophyll a with the experimentally determined
3D orientation of the Qy transition dipole moment (tdm) within the molecu-
lar frame (orange line). The orange box indicates the 1s range of the Qy tdm
solution volume; b) E-isomer of Coumarin 314; c) Z-isomer of Coumarin 314.
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Notice that the obtained angles are restricted to the range
08–908, as experiments for the actual angles �V and1808�V

(or equivalently, 908�c and 2708�c, with c= 908�V) all yield
the same ratio D. In the same manner this problem exists for
traditional attempts to determine the electric tdm direction
within the molecular frame based on orienting the molecules
in liquid crystals[2] or stretched polymeric films.[3] In our
method combining angles of at least three linearly independ-
ent vibrational tdms does allow extraction of a unique 3D solu-
tion of the electronic tdm in the end.[8, 9] Exhaustive search
analysis[9, 15] (ExSeA) provides the following 99 % confidence in-
tervals (i.e. 3s range): 35.28–60.38 for n(C=C)r, 29.88–36.78 for
n(C=O)a, and 26.38–65.88 for n(C=O)b. Next, these three ranges
are each divided into 200 intervals and for each of the 8.12
million
(=2013) angle combinations of this three-parameter space it is
determined if a solution of the electronic tdm exists. A relative
probability plot can then be created from all possible electron-
ic tdm solutions, whereby each tdm solution is assigned a
weight based on the multiplication of the individual probabili-
ties within their 3s ranges associated with the three actual
angles used in the particular solution (see ref. [9] for a more
extensive description). Note that combining two angles ranges
can produce 0, 1, or 2 tdm orientations as solutions, while with
three angles only 0 or 1 solutions can be obtained, if the used
vibrational tdms are linearly independent. Figure 2 shows pro-
jections of the obtained Qy electronic tdm probability distribu-

tion on cartesian axes, chosen such that the X–Y plane coin-
cides with the chlorin ring, and the x-axis goes through atoms
C3 and C7, the position of the phytyl chain attachment (see
Figure 1 a and ref. [2]). Figure 2 illustrates that the most proba-
ble normalized Qy electronic tdm vector is (x/y/z) = (0.19/0.98/
0.07) ; this vector is also depicted in Figure 1 a. While the error
margins differ strongly for the various cartesian vector coordi-
nates, that is, <0.01 for the y-coordinate compared to ~0.06
for the x-coordinate, representing the solution on a half-sphere
produces a fairly symmetrical solution and therefore symmetri-
cal error margins expressed in space angle. The Qy tdm makes
and angle of (78�3)8 with the x-axis, (12�3)8 with the y-axis,
and (86�2)8 with the z-axis. Previous determinations gave for
Chl a in lamellar phase liquid crystals[2] a Qy angle of 708 with
the x-axis, and for Chl a in nitrocellulose films[3] an angle of
(105�2)8 with the x-axis. Note that these determinations
could not give information if the Qy tdm makes an angle with
the X–Y plane, nor could they in principle distinguish between
the angles 908�V with respect to the axis of orientation. Con-
sequently, angles 1058 and 758 are in effect equivalent, in
these previous determinations.[2, 3] In contrast, our approach
can distinguish between these possibilities, and our solution
indicates a slightly larger angle of 788 with the x-axis, as well
as an angle of 48 out of the X–Y plane.

The investigations on Coumarin 314 (C314) bring a further
complication as this compound can exist both as E- and Z-
isomer (Figures 1 b and c), with crystal structures[10, 11] deter-
mined for both these isomers. An analysis of the experiment
based on the assumption that the molecule is present either in
the E- or the Z-isomer gave no electronic tdm vector solution
for the Z-isomer, and therefore we concluded that the com-
pound is predominantly in the E-isomer configuration.[9] Gas
phase DFT calculations predicted that the E-isomer is 0.07 eV
more stable than the Z-isomer, supporting our results, and
based on this energy difference at most 7 % of the C314 is ex-
pected to adopt the Z-isomer configuration in thermodynamic
equilibrium.[9] Here we will investigate in further detail if more
can be said about the actual isomeric mixture on the basis of
the experimental data, thereby highlighting explicitly strengths
and limitations of this new approach.

Before showing the analysis based on the polarization-re-
solved experimental data we demonstrate what behaviour
might be expected on the basis of vibrational tdm vectors and
the relevant electronic C314 tdm vector (455 nm excites the
S0!S1 transition) for both the E- and Z-isomer, that were ob-
tained by DFT calculations.[9] The normalized calculated S0!S1

electronic tdm vectors (x/y/z) are (�0.9822/0.1854/�0.0298)
and (�0.9900/0.1400/�0.0164) for the E- and Z-isomer, respec-
tively, and these vectors make an angle of 2.88 with each
other. Four vibrational modes (with normalized tdm vectors)
were used in the analysis of the experimental data, that is,
n1(C=C) (�0.9966/0.0653/�0.0512), n4(C=C) (0.9900/�0.1375/
0.0316), n5(C=O) (0.4797/0.8723/0.0950), and n6(C=O) (�0.5673/
0.8204/0.0713) for the E-isomer, and n1(C=C) (�0.9981/0.0414/
�0.0460), n4(C=C) (0.9889/�0.1468/0.0233), n5(C=O) (�0.9665/
0.2320/�0.1095), and n6(C=O) (�0.6482/0.7596/0.0527) for the
Z-isomer. Of these vibrational modes only n5(C=O), associated

Figure 2. Projections of the 3D solution of the Qy tdm orientation of Chl a
on the cartesian planes.
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with the ester-group that is flipped around in going from the
E- to the Z-conformation, changes its angle with the electronic
tdm more than the experimental 1s error margin as deter-
mined by ExSeA,[15] namely from 108.28 for the E-isomer to
7.68 for the Z-isomer. Consequently, only n5(C=O) can be used
to distinguish between these isomers in our experiments.
Using these angles as input in Equation (1) we conclude that
the E-/Z-isomer theoretical electronic tdms and n5(C=O) vibra-
tional tdms predict a dichroic ratio D = 0.628 if the experimen-
tal pump–probe signals are solely related to the E-isomer of
C314, and D = 2.913 if only Z-isomers are responsible for these
signals. This ratio D lies in between these two values if both
isomers contribute to the pump–probe signals. Note that at a
given pump or probe wavelength the extinction coefficients of
the electronic or vibrational transitions need not be identical,
and therefore a measured dichroic ratio D cannot directly be
correlated to an isomeric mixture ratio without further consid-
eration and knowledge of the relevant extinction coefficients.
The linear dependence of the theoretically calculated dichroic
ratio with a linear increase of the fraction of the total signal
coming from the Z-isomer can be converted in an angle de-
pendence on this fraction with the help of Equation (1), which
is shown in Figure 3. The angle extracted from the experimen-

tal data for the mode n5(C=O) was 618 (+ 148/�128), and is
marked by the solid circle in Figure 3. As can be seen from
Figure 3, based on the theoretical calculation this experimental
data point corresponds to 91 % of the experimentally deter-
mined dichroic ratio coming from E-isomers and 9 % of the
signal contributions coming from Z-isomers. Given the 1s error
margins 0–25 % of the signals could come from the Z-isomer.
Note that the 9 % most probable value does not deviate much
from the 7 % Z-isomer estimated from the gas phase calcula-
tions.

A direct estimate of the isomeric composition of the sample
on the basis of the femtosecond polarization-resolved pump–
probe data and the theoretically calculated vibrational tdms

for the two isomers is a far from trivial task. An approach
based on linear combinations of the E- and Z-isomer vibration-
al tdm vectors according to the isomeric fractions for the dif-
ferent modes does not work since there is no straightforward
easy relation of these to the experimental quantity D (dichroic
ratio). This is a result of the fact that the optical pump induced
photoselection does not select a single unique electronic tdm
but an ensemble of orientations described by a cos2q distribu-
tion. The necessary averaging over this distribution is incorpo-
rated in Equation (1). Note furthermore that an approach
based on the calculated vibrational tdms only entails the im-
plicit assumption that the electronic tdm for the E- and Z-
isomer have the same spatial orientation within the cartesian
frame chosen for calculus. In the present case theoretical calcu-
lations indicated an orientational difference of only 2.88, but in
general this implicit assumption may lead to systematic errors.

As a further attempt to estimate the reliability of the elec-
tronic tdm vector solution we decided to perform a modified
analysis starting from the experimental data for the three vi-
brations n1(C=C), n5(C=O), and n6(C=O) and their vibrational
tdms as determined for the E-isomer. Next to the analysis with
the actual experimental results, the analysis is redone with the
central angle value for n5(C=O) of the experimental ExSeA gen-
erated probability distribution function shifted from 618 to 728,
that is, the theoretically calculated pure E-isomer angle, and
with this central value shifted to 498, the lower limit of the
ExSeA 1s solution range for the n5(C=O) mode (see Figure 3).
As mentioned above, of the four vibrations used in the original
analysis only the n5(C=O) mode makes it possible to distin-
guish between the two isomers. From the 8.12 � 106 investigat-
ed angle combinations an electronic tdm solution is obtained
for 12.5 � 103 combinations with central angle of n5(C=O) at
498, for 13.9 � 103 combinations with the experimental angle of
618, and for 18.9 � 103 combinations with 728. The resulting
probability distribution functions for these solutions, projected
on cartesian planes, are show in Figure 4, whereby the color
scale is set by the absolute probability range obtained for 618.
The most probable electronic tdm vector (x/y/z) changes from
(�0.99/0.11/0.00) for 498, to (�0.99/0.11/0.01) for 618, and
(�0.98/0.18/0.05) for 728. As can be seen from Figure 4 the de-
viations in these results are actually significantly smaller than
their 1s error margins. The angle between these outcomes for
498 and 618 is 0.48, and these vector solutions are therefore vir-
tually identical. With the 728 solution these two vectors make
an angle of 4.78 and 5.18, respectively. Note from Figure 4 that
although more angle combinations give a solution with 728,
the resulting probability distribution is actually showing a
much larger maximum probability plateau region, while at the
same time this maximum probability is lower than values
reached with 498 and 618. Therefore the electronic tdm vector
is actually more poorly defined with 728 than with the other
two central angle values. The vector solutions can further be
compared to the original result[9] obtained with four vibrational
tdms of (�0.99/0.11/�0.02). The relatively small variation of
maximally 5.18 in obtained electronic tdm orientation while
varying the angle of n5(C=O) over 238, encompassing 1/3 of
the theoretically calculated range for C314 and 1/4 of the max-

Figure 3. Angle dependence between the C314 electronic transition dipole
moment (tdm) and the vibrational mode n5(C=O) as a function of the signal
fraction contributed by Z-isomers to the polarization-resolved pump-probe
signals (c), calculated from Equation (1) with the (theoretically calculated)
dichroic ratio D linearly changing from 0.628 (pure E-isomer) to 2.913 (pure
Z-isomer). The experimentally determined value of D for this mode gives 618
(*), with ExSeA 1s error margins of + 148/�128, indicating Z-isomer signal
contributions are <25 %.
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imum possible solution range of 908, indicates that the ob-
tained solution is fairly robust. A rationale for this robustness
could be the following: The combination of the two vibrational
tdm vectors of n1(C=C) and n6(C=O) already yields maximally
two electronic tdm vector solutions, reducing the influence of
the third vibrational mode n5(C=O) to only confirming which
of these (maximally two) solutions are compatible with its
vector. While the correct solution obtained for n1(C=C) and
n6(C=O) most likely varies over a relatively limited range corre-
sponding to the right answer, the other potential solution is
expected to vary rather erratic, and therefore has a sharply re-
duced chance of providing a match with the solution cone of
n5(C=O). These occasional “outlier” solutions show up as rela-
tively high probability pixels at the edges of the probability
distribution plots in Figure 4.

3. Conclusions

A new method was presented that allows a truly three-dimen-
sional determination of an electronic tdm orientation within
the molecular structure, and is not dependent on experimental
orientation distribution parameters. The method combines
ExSeA[15] on polarization-resolved fs UV/Vis pump–IR probe ex-
perimental data of at least three relative angles between the
pumped electronic tdm and probed vibrational tdms, with
electronic ground state vibrational tdms vectors obtained from
DFT calculations. The method was demonstrated for the Qy

transition of Chlorophyll a and the S0!S1 transition of Coumar-
in 314.

The electronic tdm obtained for the Qy transition of Chl a
makes an angle of (12�3)8 with the y-axis, which is smaller

than in previous experimental
determinations.[2, 3] Moreover, the
Qy tdm lies slightly outside the
X–Y plane, making an angle of
(4�2)8. Precise knowledge of
the Qy tdm orientation allows for
comparative experiments on
Chl a in a protein environment
for establishing if protein-cofac-
tor interactions influence this
orientation.

Two isomers can exist of C314,
the E- and the Z-isomer, with
very similar electronic tdm vec-
tors, according to theoretical cal-
culations.[9] The S0!S1 electronic
tdm vector determined with our
method using data for four vi-
brational modes is (x/y/z) =

(�0.994/0.107/�0.020) , with the
reduced 1s probability covering
2.24 % of the half-sphere solu-
tion surface, when analyzing
with vibrational tdms of the E-
isomer. The determined solution
deviates 2.88 from the theoreti-

cal result.[9] With the Z-isomer vibrational tdms no solution
could be found. Gas phase calculations suggest that in thermal
equilibrium ~7 % of the C314 molecules adopts the Z-isomer
conformation. A calculation based on theoretical tdm vectors
demonstrates that Z-isomers contribute less than 25 % to the
experimental signals, with 9 % being the most probable contri-
bution, close to the estimate from gas phase calculations. Al-
though the precise composition of an isomeric mixture may
be difficult to determine with this method, it can readily be
used for following a real time evolution of an ultrafast isomeri-
zation, which is photoinduced from a known unique isomer,
and determination of the tdm vector orientation in the end
conformation. For C314 analysis of the influence of deliberate
strong changes in the angle determined with n5(C=O), the only
vibrational mode used with a significantly different angle for
the E- and Z-isomer, indicates that the 3D solution of the elec-
tronic tdm orientation is very robust.
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